
PROGRAMMA SVOLTO a.s. 2022-2023
Lingua e Cultura Inglese
classe 1 A Scientifico
LIBRI DI TESTO USATI: Both Sides B1/B1+ (ed. Cambridge);Oxford Grammar 360° (ed.
Oxford) , materiale cartaceo e/o digitale fornito dal docente in classe o su Google
Classroom.

CONTENUTI

STARTER
Grammar: Present simple, there is/are and quantifiers; Past simple, comparatives and
superlatives, as ; articoli a/an - the e nessun articolo
Vocabulary: routines, technology, clothes, feelings, S
kills: talking about routines and past experiences, future; reading and listening activities from
the textbook.

UNIT 1 IDENTITY
Grammar: Present simple/Present continuous; past simple / past continuous, morals of
ability in the present and past
Vocabulary: personal description , personal information, adjectives of personality
Skills: talking and writing about present and past experiences, talking and describing your
best friend ( personality, hobbies, interests) , reading and listening from the textbook, invalsi
listening, focus on P.E.T. exam preparation(reading part 1, listening part2 , speaking part 1 e
speaking PET part 2 - useful language)
interaction: adding ideas (linking words)

UNIT 2 THE ENVIRONMENT
Grammar :used to; past perfect simple; using all three narrative tenses ( past simple/
continuous/perfect simple) , subject and object questions
Vocabulary: conservation natural phenomena, sustainable daily habits , peaking real
English.
Skills: writing PET (story, with all three past tenses, time linkers); interaction(contrasting
ideas linking words), talking about environment and narrating a past event, reading and
listening (invalsi) from the textbook

UNIT 3 Grammar: present perfect simple , all uses, present perfect continuous ; present
perfect vs past simple
Vocabulary: relationships, interacting
Skills: reading and listening from the textbook, listening invalsi,
focus on PET exam preparation ( reading part 2, listening part 3), interaction (confirming and
contradicting)
UNIT 4 Grammar: verbs of perception +(like) +noun/ adjectives; adverbs of manner and
degree



Vocabulary: products, shopping
Skills: reading and listening from the textbook; speaking PET part 3


